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CG!



By M. B. "Molt" Taylor (EAA 14794) Box 1171 Longview, WA 98632 J. HERE HAVE PROBABLY been more accidents with homebuilt aircraft due to improper center of gravity considerations than any other single cause — other than plain carelessness. The reason for this is easy to understand since the CG is something you can't see, is hard to find and can wander all over the airplane without your knowing it.



While we must assume that most vendors of homebuilt aircraft plans have taken the time to include instructions concerning the location of the CG on their designs, we have seen a few that did not. If the builder is one with just a small smattering of knowledge on the subject, it is easy to understand why we occasionally hear of a new homebuilt that goes out of control on the first test flight. Sometimes the information is available and builders just don't use it. Often the problem here is that the builder has spent years getting his pride and joy constructed and has sat in the cockpit for many hours mentally filling his log book with "flying" time. When the plane is finally completed, all our hero can think of is getting it to the airport and getting it into the air — just like he dreamed he would. If he has not done his homework on CG, however, those dreams are likely to be shattered. It obviously would take a book to discuss all of the things the builder should have considered — and done — up to this point, but briefly, these are the most important items. (1) The builder should have weighed his airplane on an accurate set of scales. (Something better than bathroom scales should be used — but they are better than nothing.)



(2) He should have taken pains to see that the airplane was in a level flight attitude when it was weighed. (3) Weighing should have taken place in a no-wind condition, if done outside. Wind can cause inaccurate readings. (4) The airplane tires should have been properly inflated and placed close to the center of the scale beds during weighing.



(5) Tare weight should have been noted and deducted from the figures read on the scales. "Tare" refers to the weight of things like chocks used to keep the airplane from rolling off the scales, blocks used to prop the plane in a level attitude, etc. (6) And finally, of course, insuring the CG is within



the allowable limits specified by the designer. There are several ideas on how to measure the location of the CG and what to use as the starting point or "datum". Anyone who doesn't know what this is all about should stop what they are doing and study up on the subject



before even thinking about moving on to the test flight phase. 52 JANUARY 1981



But what about those of you who want to dabble in designing your own plane instead of building one from a set of plans or a kit? We receive numerous calls and letters from people who want to "design their own" who indicate that they have no idea how to go about determining the center of gravity. There are any number of books on the subject that one could (and should) study — but there are ways to cut down on the math in order to get "in the ballpark" on your CG. We have come up with a little mechanical aid that will let anyone quickly understand as well as evaluate the effect of various weights and positions for the major parts of any aircraft design and its possible loadings. The accompanying drawing and photo will give a good idea of how this little "tool" works. While it is only an approximation, such a little mechanical "computer" will quickly give the would-be designer a good insight into the effect of different loadings on the stability of the airplane due to various wing placements, etc. While the CG balance "toy" will give you an idea of where the CG is and goes, it will not give you much of an idea of how far back the tail should be or how big it should be. Here, the little toss gliders or a good radio control model will provide the "home designer" with excellent guides in planning his design — one that, hopefully, will work as he has envisioned. Note that the accompanying photo shows the use of a number of AN 6-10, bolts to simulate 200 pounds each. This was done for convenience only since 200



CEILING OR OTHER SUITABLE SUPPORT FROM WHICH TO HANG PROFILE MODEL



Note — Model should hang level with support wire In desired chord position for the center of gravity for particular loading.



Light safety wire to hang profile model and the weights. Series of small holes located along wing chord at 5% Increments of the chord length. These holes should be accurately positioned. Note that one hole Is shown here to simulate fuel position at the CG



of the fuel which would be In the wing In this particular design..



Scale profile of desired configuration with wing chord to scale and in proper location. A dimension should be about 4".



Profile made from 0.040 aluminum sheet.



Fuel load (can be varied bv V. of Vi If suitable weights are available). Small holes at fore and aft and vertical location of pilot



and passenger positions.



Series of small holes at approximate level and fore and aft position of empty center of gravity. The exact location needed for the empty CG can also be determined using these holes.



Note that a number of weights of equal weight can be used to add up to the total empty weight



Weights for pilot and co-pilot.



as long as the empty weight Is proportional and



acts at the proper fore and aft and vertical location.



Weights for one or two passengers. NOTE — Weights must be equal or proportional. Any little



Note that In example shown each weight represents



approximately 200 pounds.



weight will work such as a number of equal length AN bolts such as AN 6-10 which weighs approximately 1 oz.



MECHANICAL WEIGHT AND BALANCE CHECKING DEVICE FOR CENTER OF GRAVITY DETERMINATIONS



pounds is a good weight for an "average" pilot or passenger — although FAA considers 170 pounds as the "average" weight. The weights that are a part of the empty weight of the aircraft (engine, etc.) can be distributed along the length of the profile, if desired, as long as the empty center of gravity position is properly located to simulate the test example. The example can be used to check where the CG would come for various loadings with a known example or can be used to determine the effects of various loadings on the empty CG. Again I should stress that this balance "toy" is not a primary design tool. It simply is a convenient way to get "in the ballpark" with your CG — at which point you will have to get down to some serious, scientific calculations. If you are not adept with numbers and calculators, it would be much better for you to turn to some competent engineering help to determine if your



design concepts have the capability of carrying the desired loads, number of people, amount of fuel, etc., and whether you have these items placed within the airframe in their optimum locations. Not the least of the problems one might encounter as a result of ignoring optimum location are things like whether a tri-geared plane will rotate for take-off — or whether it will fall on its tail when people get out of it. Other common problems include the effect on CG



travel of various fuel loads — loads that can easily be



far greater than the airplane can possibly handle. A two-place concept just might not have an allowable center of gravity travel that will permit carrying a full load of fuel and two (or more) people. Most of the popular airfoils have allowable center of gravity ranges of about 20 percent of their chords — which means that if a chord is, say, 36 inches, the designer has only about 7 inches of CG travel to play with and into which he must accommodate all loadings — fuel, people and baggage. Most airfoils become unstable if the CG is much aft of the 30 percent chord point, and if the CG gets much ahead of 10 percent, the aircraft can become very undesirable to fly. Further, the size of the tail surfaces needed to accommodate even the 20 percent CG travel can be quite large and require considerable angles of deflection. The effect of the center of gravity on the ability of the pilot to lift the nose for take-off is obvious. Not only is this



dependent on the location of the center of gravity, but also the relationship of the CG to the main wheels. Add to all of the above the problem of acceptable control forces and it is evident that the designer just cannot start out and design an airplane solely on the fact that it looks good. Perhaps our little balance "toy" can help you firsttime designers get started off in the right direction on your dream designs. SPORT AVIATION 53
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can be realized if variable loads are located near or on ... airplane with two tandem wings of equal area and di- .... The amount of elevator required to land.
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CG artist 

A CG creature, hybrid of a black panther and a lizard , integrated in live footage. Position on the project: I did all animation. PEUGEOT 207 Ladybird (2006).
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CG Supervisor 

Designed CD covers for music bands (:Wumpscut:, solitary experimentsâ€¦). .... Nico Bayer â€“ Shoot/Vfx co-supervision (9 digital artists) Lighting/Compositing.
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Oct 12, 1980 - the hard tempered aluminum alloys require much larger radii than does 4130 steel. ... been heat treated after forming. If a very small radius is ...
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

GLUE JOINT once assembled, as in a laminated spar boom for example, must be assumed to be safely bonded. There is no practical way to test it without.
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

Sep 12, 1980 - stallation and alignment problems which would not exist if the structure were in one piece. Don't let these introductory remarks dupe you into ... off and other even more serious consequences. ... soon develops into a mental attitude h
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We will be updating our web site as we make further ... In fact, from the training vehicle to the record-setting vehicle, there is a complete gamut .... A few examples of all-metal gliders are available, but this method of construction requires .... 
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roughly sketching each control unit and tallying the items needed at each end. In any cable operated system, for example, you will need at least 7 turnbuckles.
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A filler neck should have a large enough diameter .... DRILL HOLES TO IMPROVE ... pipe threaded portion which screws directly into the fuel ... WEIGHT OF.
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Should that happen, the oil tank must be shielded from the muffler with an asbestos backed metal baffle. A typical installation as shown in Figure 2 with its com-.
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ence) by the world's best electrical, electronic and ... in industrial distributors nearly every- where. ... builder manual, and factory support; no need for special ...
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The Sportplane Builder - Size 

proof quality and as long as the film is unbroken, it will provide superior ... closely for cracks or signs of undue stress before you de- cide that the fitting is good ...
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Oct 14, 1973 - who acquires his engine complete from the firewall ... bing some small hard object such as a ... seal material used in store-bought air- craft.
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Mar 30, 2006 - being optimal; sharp edges where the inlet plunges from the skin surface; and an ... near the front end of an aircraft and scoop-style inlets placed farther aft. ... meaning builders put nicely rounded edges on their. NACA scoops ...
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a number of outside maneuvers and sustained inverted flight. When test- ing these engines we installed crank- case pressure gauges and checked them in all ...
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Usually a tapered shaft has a keyway (see Figure 3). Finding cracks within the keyway's corners isn't uncommon, and most. A&P mechanics recommend using a.
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better illuminate my charts. There is .... fuel flow out of the aux tank into the main ... Jeff prepare a test loading procedure .... the ER tanks with mineral spirits and.
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VICTOR MOULIN - CG A 

Strong background in arts and visual communication. â–« Punctual, honest, resourceful and ... Bachelor with honor. SOFTWARE KNOWLEDGE. 3D SOFTWARE.
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Liasse fiscale AUTOMATISMES CG 

RÃ©serve de rÃ©Ã©valuation (1976). (3) Dont rÃ©serve spÃ©ciale des plus-values Ã  long terme *. EF. (4) Dettes et produits constatÃ©s d'avance Ã  moins d'un an. EG.
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